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NHÚNG G� KHÆNG D�Y �×ÑC LÓC LÎN TH� PH�I D�Y NGAY TØ NHÄ!

Hëi To¡n håc H  Nëi còng Sð Gi¡o döc H  Nëi k¸t hñp xu§t b£n cuèn k¿ y¸u nh¥n dàp tê
chùc cuëc thi HOMC l¦n thù 15 v  công l  l¦n �¦u ti¶n HOMC trð th nh cuëc thi Quèc t¸ câ
n÷îc ngo i tham dü.

Trong k� y¸u n y chóng tæi công vinh dü d÷ñc giîi thi»u mët b i b¡o v· �Khèi lªp ph÷ìng
v  c¡c v§n �· li¶n quan�. �¥y l  mët �· t i thó và, h§p d¨n v  luæn luæn tr´. B i b¡o n y têng
k¸t mët sè c¡c k¸t qu£ quan trång chóng tæi �ang trong qu¡ tr¼nh thüc hi»n.

Nhúng b i to¡n li¶n quan �¸n khèi lªp ph÷ìng th¼ nhi·u, nh÷ng nhúng t i li»u têng k¸t v 
ph¥n lo¤i v· nâ th¼ l¤i câ khæng nhi·u, mët ph¦n chc do h¤n ch¸ v· cæng cö thº hi»n công
nh÷ kh£ n«ng xu§t b£n m¦u, v¼ �· t i n y c¦n nhi·u h¼nh v³ v  m¦u sc. Trong �· ¡n �ang
thüc hi»n n y, song song vîi möc �½ch têng hñp, ph¥n lo¤i v  h» thèng hâa c¡c k¸t qu£ quan
trång cõa c¡c nghi¶n cùu tªp trung v· khèi lªp ph÷ìng, chóng tæi cán �÷a möc ti¶u: D¹ d¤y −
D¹ håc − V  khìi nguçn c£m hùng cho c¡c ph¡t triºn ti¸p theo.

Trong gi£ng dªy chóng ta công c£m th§y v§n �· ph¯ng v  khæng gian câ mèc ph¥n c¡ch
ch½nh l  khèi lªp ph÷ìng. L m b¤n �÷ñc vîi c¡ch nh¼n v  suy ngh¾ lªp ph÷ìng th¼ vi»c chi¸m
l¾nh nh¢n quan v  ph÷ìng ph¡p cõa to¡n hi»n �¤i trð th nh g¦n gôi.

Ph¡t ki¸n t¡o b¤o:
NHÚNG G� KHÆNG D�Y �×ÑC LÓC LÎN TH� PH�I D�Y NGAY TØ NHÄ!
Công l  �ëng lüc thæi thóc chóng tæi bt tay v o nghi¶n cùu v  x¥y düng gi¡o tr¼nh th½ �iºm n y.

Chóng tæi hy vång �÷ñc sü quan t¥m v  �âng gâp t½ch cüc cõa c¡c �çng nghi¶p, c¡c b¤n y¶u
to¡n �º sîm câ mët t i li»u håc bê ½ch.
�¥y l  b i b¡o b¬ng ti¸ng Anh. Chóng tæi s³ ho n ch¿nh tuyºn tªp b¬ng ti¸ng Vi»t.

Xin c£m ìn c¡c b¤n!

Th÷ tø xin chuyºn v· �àa ch¿: Loiscenter@gmail.com
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Cubes and related problems
by N.V.Lñi

Hanoi Mathematical Society

Matematical problems around cubes are very old but remain interesting to this day. They pose
exciting challenges to learners and educators alike. These problems set apart good students
from the average. In this document, I try to summarize and categorize characteristic problems
revolving around cubes. Reference material can be found at [1], [2], [3], [4], [5].
A number of problems were collected from Hungarian mathematics camps.

1 Spread the cube on the plane

1.1. We will show that 11 flat nets can be drawn for a cube. Cases that can be rotated to
overlap are not counted as different.
We can list the separate nets.

a) There are four squares in a line. Because if there were 5 squares in one line, it could not
be folded into a cube as two faces would overlap. This case provides six different nets
from 1 to 6.

b) There are exactly 3 squares in a row. We get the 3−line nets (2, 3, 1) of the squares in
Fig. 7, 8, 9 and a 2−line (3, 3) net in Figure 10.
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c) Finally, there is a 3−line (2, 2, 2) square as shown in Figure 11.

he above net we can fold to get the cube.

1.2 Cut a cube along the edges to get the cube net.
Guide: On the picture.

Exercise 1.1. Cut the cube along the corresponding edges to get the cubes from 1 to 11.

Exercise 1.2. Of A,B,C,D which cube matches the net showed on the left?
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Exercise 1.3. On the picture, each net is made of 5 squares and 2 triangles. Which nets can
be folded into a cube?

Exercise 1.4. You have a square paper. Have should you cut one piece from it so that it can
be folded into a cube of the largest volume?

You can find more exercises in Reference [3], [4].

2 Cubes

Problem 2.1. Can you cut a cube into 20 cubes? Can you cut it into 50 cubes?

Solution: Possible for both cases.

With the dimensions 2× 2× 2, 3× 3× 3, and 4× 4× 4, we can create 8, 27, and 64 cubes. In
reverse, it is 64→ 1, 27→ 1, 8→ 1.

Therefore:

20 = 27− (8− 1) = 27− 7.

50 = 64− 2 · (8− 1) = 64− 2 · 7.
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Problem 2.2. Can you cut a cube into 48 smaller cubes?

Answer: Possible 27 + 3 · (8− 1) = 27 + 3 · 7 = 48.

Problem 2.3. Can you cut the cube into 49 cubes?

Answer: Possible.

Use a cube with faces of 6 units (6 × 6 × 6). Divide it into 6 × 6 = 36 unit (1 × 1 × 1) cubes,
·3× 3 = 9 cubes, (2× 2× 2) and 2× 2 = 4 cubes (3× 3× 3). Then 36 + 9 + 4 = 49.

Exercise 2.1. For what n value can you cut a cube into n small cubes?

Problem 2.4. Is it possible to cut a cube into identical pyramids? Can it be cut into 3 identical
pyramids?

Solution:

a) Possible.
The center of the cube connected to all the vertices makes six pyramids.

b) Possible.

Connect the vertices on one face with the other vertices on other faces and continue until
you get 3 identical pyramids.
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Problem 2.5. A cube is cut into tetrahedrons. At least how many tetrahedrons do we get?

Solution: Each face of the cube is a square, so it should be divided into at least two parts.
Select two opposing faces (of the cube). There are four triangles without two being in the same
tetrahedron. The tetrahedral faces are one of these four triangles and they will have a total

volume of no more than
2

3
, which indicates that we need more than four tetrahedrons.

In case it can be cut into 5 tetrahedrons: select 4 vertices without two being on the same face of
the cube. We get a tetrahedron. With the four faces of the tetrahedron being joined with four
from the other face of the surface, we get 5 tetrahedrons that completely cover the cube (Figure).

You can find more exercises in Reference [2], [3].

3 Cut the cube by a plane

3.1 Possible cross section of the cube with a plane.
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Problem 3.1. Can the cross section of a cube and a plane be. . .

a) . . . an equilateral triangle?

b) . . . a hexagon?

Solution: Illustration.

Exercise 3.1. For the cube ABCDEFGH, the plane (p) goes through 3 points M,N and L
(figure). Construct the cross section created by the p−plane and the cubes.

You can find more exercises in Reference [4].
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4 Paint Color cubes

Problem 4.1. At least how many different colors can we paint the vertices of the cube so that
connected vertices (those lying along the same edge) have different colors?

Solution: We need at least 4 colors.

Problem 4.2. At least how many colors can you paint the edges of a cube so that edges sharing
the same vertex have different colors?

Solution: We need 3 colors.

Problem 4.3. At least how many colors do you need to paint the faces of a cube so that the
faces on the same edge have different colors?

Solution: We need at least 3 colors.

Problem 4.4. In how many ways can we paint the faces of a cube in black and white so that
each face only has one color? Cubes that can be rotated to overlap do not count as different.
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Solution: With two different colors, there are 8 ways to paint the cube. If we allow unicolor
cubes, there are two more ways, which makes it a total of 10 solutions for a maximum of two
colors. Let us have a look at the different ways and put them into a table.
Obviously, there is only 1 cube which has 0, 1, 5 or 6 red faces.

If two faces are red, those two faces can be either adjacent or opposite to each other. These
are two options and naturally there are two similar options with 4 red and 2 blue faces.

In case we have three red faces, let us add one red face to the previous scenario. If the two
red faces are opposite each other, there is only one way of painting the third face red. If the
two red faces are adjacent, then there is one more way of painting the cube, with each red face
joining the two other red faces on two sides. This are also two options.

Number of black sides 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Number of white sides 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Number of way 1 1 2 2 2 1 1

A total of 10 ways.

Problem 4.5. In how many ways can we paint the faces of a cube in 6 different colors so that
each face has only one color? Cubes that can be rotated to overlap do not count as different.

Solution: There are 30 ways.
First we paint one face red and place the cube standing on this face (this face will be covered).
This leaves 5 faces. There are 5 ways to paint the top face. The other four faces can be rotate,

so there are 4 · 3 · 2 · 1
4
= 6 ways. This makes a total of 5 · 6 = 30 ways.

Problem 4.6. In how many ways can we paint the faces of a cube in 5 colors so that each face
has only one color? Cubes that can be rotated to overlap do not count as different.

Solution: There are 75 ways.
There can be exactly 2 faces of the same color. If they are opposite faces, the other 4 faces can

be painted in
4!

4
ways. However, the faces of same color can also be swapped by rotation, which

leaves
6

2
= 3 different color combinations.

If the two faces of the same color share a common edge, then the remaining 4 faces can be

painted in 4! = 24 different ways, but these contain doubles. This leaves
24

2
= 12 ways, which

brings it to a total of 12 + 3 = 15 different ways.
Let us not forget to multiply this number with 5 (5 different colors) to get 5 × 15 = 75

different ways.

Exercise 4.1. In how many ways can we paint the faces of a cube in 3 colors so that each face
has only one color? Cubes that can be rotated to overlap do not count as different.

Answer: There are 30 ways.

Exercise 4.2. In how many ways can we paint the faces of a cube in 4 colors so that each face
has only one color? Cubes that can be rotated to overlap do not count as different.
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Answer: There are 68 ways.

Exercise 4.3. In how many ways can we paint the faces of a cube in n different colors so that
each face has only one color? Cubes that can be rotated to overlap do not count as different.

Answer:
1

24
× (n6 + 3 · n4 + 12 · n3 + 8 · n2).

Problem 4.7. In how many ways can we paint the faces of a cube in three colors (red, blue,
yellow) so that there are two faces of blue, two of red, and two of yellow? Cubes that can be
rotated to overlap do not count as different.

Solution: There are 6 ways.

a) If the two red faces are opposite, then either the other pairs are opposite too (one way)
or they are adjacent (one way). This makes it 1 + 1 = 2 ways.

b) When the two red faces are adjacent (they have a common edge), there are two possibil-
ities. We either have one pair of opposite sides with the same color, or all opposing sides
are of different color. There are 2 ways of painting the faces in each scenario, which makes
it 2 + 2 = 4 ways.

Thus, in total, there are 2 + 4 = 6 different ways to paint the cube.

Problem 4.8. Can we paint the faces of 8 small cubes in two colors so that we can build 2
different 2× 2× 2 cubes from them?

Solution: A 2 × 2 × 2 cube has 6 × 4 = 24 external faces and the same number of internal
faces. For this reason only the painting seen on the figure can work. This is suitable as we can
build the yellow cube by turning around the small cubes.

Problem 4.9.

a) If we paint the faces of 27 small cubes in two colors in any way so that each face is one
color, can we build a 3× 3× 3 cube of uniform color?

b) Can we do it with the condition that each cube has an equal number of faces of each
color?

Solution:

a) Impossible, paint 13 cubes red, 14 blue. Both groups will be present on the surface of the
3× 3× 3 cube.
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b) Impossible, in this case, the tube can be painted in the following way (the top face that
is not visible is yellow).

None of the vertices of the cube are surrounded by the same color. Therefore, it is not always
possible to build a cube of uniform color.

Exercise 4.4. There are 27 small cubes. What is the largest number of faces that we can paint
red so that we cannot build a 3× 3× 3 cube of uniform color.

Exercise 4.5.

a) There is a 3 × 3 × 3 cube. Vertex A is red (while all the others are white). Tam wants
to move the red cube to the opposite vertex of the cube. She can only change the layer
(horizontal or vertical) containing the red cube with a neighbouring one. Cam wants to
stop her from reaching her goal and uses magic to decide how many changes Tam is
allowed to make (anywhere between 5− 10). Can Tam do it?

b) If Tam's goal is to move the red cube to a neighbouring position, can she do it?

Problem 4.10. Can we paint 27 small cubes in 3 different colors so that they can be joined
into 3 different 3× 3× 3 cubes of uniform color?

Solution: Let the three colors be blue, yellow and green. For a large cube we need 6 · 9 = 54
blue faces. We need the same number of tiles for the other two colors too.

Altogether we need to paint 162 faces. This is equal to the number of faces on 27 smaller
cubes (6 · 27), thus there might be a way to solve this exercise if we paint each and every face.

Let us have a look at the blue faces. We need 8 cubes that have 3 blue faces to serve as the
vertices. We also need 12 cubes with two blue faces to place between the vertices on the edges,
and 6 cubes that have one blue face to go in the middle of each larger face.
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Let us denote these with B3, B2, B1. We need the same from the other two colors, let us
denote them similarly.

Thus, we need 8 B3, Y3, G3; 12 B2, Y2, G2 and 6 B1, Y1, G1. This can be made in the
following way:
1 cube of B3, Y3; 1 cube of Y3, G3; 1 cube of G3, B3;
6 cubes of B2, Y2, G2; 6 cubes of B3, Y2, G1; 6 cubes of Y3, G2, B1; 6 cubes of G3, B2, Y1.

We also need to consider whether these cubes can actually painted this way and whether
they can be rotated in the correct configuration, but we leave this up to the Reader.

You can find more exercises in Reference [3], [5].

5 Paths in the cube

Problem 5.1. On a 3× 3× 3 cube, how many paths go from point A to point B in a way that
one can only move from node to node and can only go either right, left or down (there is also
a node at the center of the cube)?

Solution: There are a total of 90 ways.
The counting method is illustrated in the figure.

Problem 5.2. Consider a cube formed by a 3×3×3 grid. The vertices are ABCD and EFGH
where (A,E); (B,F ); (C,G) and (D,H) are pairs of opposing vertices. Show that it is possible
to join the edges of the cube so that the three pairs of contiguous vertices have distinct paths
leading to each other without having any common vertices, but there is no such connection for
4 pairs of vertices.

Guide: Refer to the drawing.
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Exercise 5.1. Orange is always thinking about math. She is going for a stroll around his glass
villa. The paths are straight lines that connect the nodes. Before going, Orange wants to draw
a path so the she only has to go through each node once.
Can Orange draw such a path? Please help her find the solution!

You can find more exercises in Reference [5].

6 Other exercises

Exercise 6.1. An and Binh are playing the following dice game. On An's dice, there are the
following numbers: 4, 6, 10, 18, 20, 22. Binh's dice has 3, 9, 13, 15, 17, 25. Both players will roll
their own dice and the winner is whoever gets the larger number. Who has the advantage in
this game?

Exercise 6.2. An and Binh play a dice game. Both An and Binh's dice have positive integers
on their faces. Both players roll their dice and the winner is whoever gets the larger number. Is
it true that if the average of the six numbers on An's dice is greater than that on Bin's, then
An will have a better chance of winning than Binh?

Exercise 6.3. An and Binh play a dice game. There are three empty dice on the table. An
writes the numbers from 1 to 18 on the dice and picks one. Binh chooses one of the remaining
dice. Both players roll their dice and the winner is whoever gets the larger number (the third
dice does not play a role.) Who has the advantage, An or Binh?

Problem 6.1. From a 3 × 3 square cut out the frame of a cube in one piece so that the cuts
are either parallel or perpendicular to each other.

Solution:
Look at the illustration for the cutting sequence. Looking at the top row, it might seem like we
are cutting along the lines of the original grid, which is false. Eventually, we cut the frame of
the cube out of a 2

√
2× 2

√
2 square.
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We cut at a 450 angle compared to the original grid, but the lines of folding are parallel to
the grid lines.

(Collected at Hungarian camps in 2005)

Exercise 6.4. All 8 edges of a pyramid are equal. Is it possible to use 6 of such identical
pyramids to build a cube in a way that their vertices that are parallel to their base touch?

Exercise 6.5. We have a cubic shaped cake with an even chocolate frosting on the top and
the sides. How do we carve it so that everybody gets the same amount of cake and chocolate
frosting?
How can we do this if we have n = 2, 3, 4, 5 people?
Can the exercise be solved for any natural n number?
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